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Abstract—Speech recognition are becoming more and more useful nowadays. This paper presents an overview of speech recognition technology. This report presents an overview of speech recognition technology, software, development and applications. After years of research and development the accuracy of automatic speech recognition (ASR) remains one of the most important research challenges e.g. speaker and language variability, vocabulary size and domain, noise. With growth in the needs for embedded computing and the demand for emerging embedded platforms, it is required that the speech recognition systems (SRS) are available on them. Today after intense research, Speech Recognition System, have made a niche for themselves and can be seen in many walks of life. The advantage of discrete speech is that word boundaries can be set exactly while with continuous speech; words will be spoken without silences. This paper presents a study of basic approaches to speech recognition and their results show better accuracy. Speech recognition systems are the efficient alternatives for such devices where typing becomes difficult. But they are usually meant for and executed on the traditional general-purpose computers. The accuracy of Speech Recognition Systems remains one of the most important research challenges e.g. noise, speaker variability, language variability, vocabulary size and domain. The design of speech recognition system require careful attentionsto the challenges or issue such as various types of speech classes, speech representation, feature extraction techniques, database and performance evaluation. In this paper we are using a HMM (hidden Markov model) to recognize speech samples to give excellent results for isolated words. This paper also presents what research has been done around for dealing with the problem of ASR. The design of speech recognition system requires careful attentions to the challenges such as various types of Speech Classes and Speech Representation, Speech Preprocessing stages. The advantage of discrete speech is that word boundaries can be set exactly while with continuous speech; words will be spoken without silences.
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Introduction

Speech is the primary means of communication between people. Speech recognition, generation of speech waveforms, has been under development for several decades [10]. Automatic speech Recognition is a process by which a computer takes a speech signal and Converts it into words [1]. It is the process by Which a computer recognizes what a person Said. Speech recognition is also known as automatic speech recognition or computer speech recognition which means understanding voice of the computer and performing any required task or the ability to match a voice against a provided or acquired vocabulary. The Speech is the most common & primary mode of communication among human beings. It is the most natural and efficient form of exchanging information among humans. Since ages speech has been an important mean of communication between humans. Speech Recognition is the process of converting an acoustic speech into text, and / or identification of the speaker. A mouse on the other hand requires a good good hand eye co-ordination. Physically challenged people find computer difficult to use. Partially blind people find reading from a monitor difficult. All these constraints have to be eliminated. Speech interface help us to tackle these problems. The task is to get a computer to understand spoken language. By “understand” we mean to react appropriately and convert the input speech into another medium e.g. text. Speech recognition is therefore sometimes referred to as speech-to-text (STT). Human voice conveys much more information such as gender, emotion and identity of the speaker. Speech Recognition can be defined as the process of converting speech signal to a sequence of words by means an Algorithm. Over the years with recent advent in technology it has become an essential and integral part of our lifestyle due to the increasing communication between human and computers or automated systems. The objective is to trap human voice in a digital computer and decode it into corresponding text. Speech recognition can be defined as the process of converting an acoustic signal, captured by a microphone or a telephone, to a set of words. When two people speak to one another, they both recognize the words and the meaning behind them. Computers, on the other hand, are only capable of the first thing: they can recognize individual words and phrases, but they don’t really understand speech in the same way as humans do.

A speech recognition system consists of a microphone, for the person to speak into; speech recognition software; a computer to take and interpret the speech; a good quality soundcard for input and/or output; a proper and good pronunciation. Speech recognition can be defined as the process of converting an acoustic signal, captured by a microphone or a telephone, to a set of words.
2. Classification Of Speech.

I) Isolated word: The isolated word have sample windows.it accepts single word or single utterances at a time.Isolatedutterance might be a better name of this work [3].
II) Connected word: The Connected word system are similar to isolated words but allow separate utterance to be “run together minimum pause between them.
III) Continuous speech: It allows user to speak almost naturally, while the computer will examine the content. There are special methods used to determine utterance boundaries and various difficulties occurred in it.
IV) Spontaneous speech: A System with spontaneous speech ability should be able to handle a variety of natural speech feature such as words being run together.
Speaker Dependent: - systems that require a user to train the system according to his or her voice.
Speaker Independent: - systems that do not require a user to train the system i.e. they are developed to operate for any speaker.
V) Isolated word recognizer: - accept one word at a time. These recognition systems allow us to speak naturally.
VI) Connected word system: [1] allow speaker to speak slowly and distinctly each word with a short pause i.e. planned speech.
VII) Spontaneous recognition systems: [1] allow us to speak spontaneously.

A. Type of speech there are basically two types of speech:
1. Continuous speech
2. Discrete speech.

Discrete speech consists of isolated words that are separated by silences [3]. The advantage of discrete speech is that word boundaries can be set exactly while with continuous speech, words will be spoken without silences.

B. Size of the vocabulary

The size of the vocabulary is the second typical aspect of a speech recognition technology. The vocabulary is a set of words that have to be recognized. A small vocabulary is one, which contains less than about 30 words. A 500-word vocabulary is average size. A vocabulary with more than 25000 words generally will be seen as very big, although these definitions tend to depend on the application field.

C. Speaker dependence

1. Speaker dependent system
2. Speaker independent system
3. Speaker adaptable system

Some speaker-dependent systems require only that the user record a subset of system vocabulary to make the entire vocabulary recognizable. A speaker-independent system does not require any recording prior to speaker-dependent system requires that the user record an example of the word, sentence, or phrase system use. A speaker independent system is developed to operate for any speaker of a particular type (e.g., American English). A speaker adaptive system is developed to adapt its operation to the characteristics of new speakers.

3. Speech Recognition Techniques

The goal of speech recognition is to analyze, extract, characterize and recognize information about the speaker identity. Variety of the techniques are used for determining the speech characteristics.

Speech analysis technique The speech data contain different type of information that shows the speaker identity. This includes speaker specific information due to vocal tract, excitation source and behavior feature. The speech analysis stage deals with stage with suitable frame size for segmenting speech signal for further analysis and extracting [4]. These are of three types.

i) Segmentation analysis In this work, speech is analyzed using the frame size and shift in the range of 10-30 ms to extract speaker information. This method is used to extract vocal tract information of speaker recognition.

ii) Sub segmental analysis Speech analyzed using the frame size and shift in range 3-5 ms is known as Sub segmental analysis. This technique is used to mainly analyze and extract the characteristic of the excitation state. [5].

iii) Supra segmental analysis in this work, speech is also analyzed using the frame size. This technique is mainly used to analyze and characteristic the behaviour character of the speaker.

4. Design Of The Speech Recognition System.
Once the training is done, the basic flow can be summarized as the sound input is taken from the sound recorder and is feed to the feature extraction module. The feature extraction module generates feature vectors out of it which are then forwarded to the recognition component. The recognition component with the help of the knowledge model and comes up with the result.

Front-End Analysis
Front-End of the speech recognition system comprises of Speech Preprocessing and Feature Extraction Block. Noise and differences in Amplitude of the signal can hardly influence the integrity of a word while timing variations can cause a large difference amongst samples of the same word. These issues are dealt with in the Signal Preprocessing part. Preprocessing generally involves End Point Detection, Reemphas Filtering, Noise Filtering, Framing, Windowing, Echo Cancelling, etc.

Signal Preprocessing
Block Diagram for Signal Preprocessing stage is shown in Figure below. Feature Extraction is a process extracting specific features of the preprocessed speech signal.

Back-End Analysis
Back-End consists of Speech Classification block. Speech Classification process is for classifying the extracted features and relates the input sound to the best fitting sound from a database and represents them as an output.

5. Modeling Technique In Speech Recognition System
The aim of modeling technique is to use the specific feature of the speaker for creating speaker models. The speaker modeling technique is basically classified as speaker recognition and speaker identification. The speaker identification technique defines who is speaking on basis of individual information obtained from speech signal. The speaker recognition is further divided into two parts i.e. speaker dependent and speaker independent. Speaker recognition can also be divided into two methods, text- dependent and text independent methods. In text dependent method the speaker speaks key words or sentences having the same text for both training and testing trials whereas text independent does not rely on a specific texts being spoken [8]. Following are the methods used in speech recognition process are as follows:

i). Pattern Recognition approach A speech pattern representation can be in the form of a speech template or a statistical model (e.g., a HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL or HMM) and can be applied to a sound (smaller than a word), a word, or a phrase. A pattern recognition has been developed over two decades and received much attention and applied widely in many practical problem. It involves two essential steps namely pattern training and pattern comparison. The essential feature of this approach is that it uses a well-defined mathematical framework and then creates speech pattern representations. The pattern-matching approach has become the predominant method for speech recognition in the last six decades.

ii). The acoustic-phonetic approach This method has been studied and used for more than 40 years. This approach is based upon theory of acoustic phonetics and postulates [10]. The work done before to speech recognition were based on finding speech sounds and providing appropriate labels to these sounds. This is the basis of the acoustic phonetic approach which postulates that there exist finite, distinctive phonetic units in spoken language and these units are broadly characterized by a set of acoustics properties that are changed in the speech signal over time. There are three methods that have been applied to the language identification i.e. Problem phone recognition, Gaussian mixture modeling, and support vector machine classification.

iii). Learning based approaches To overcome the disadvantage of the HMMs machine learning methods which was introduced in neural networks and genetic algorithm programming learning based approaches has been taken. In learning based approaches, they can be learned automatically through emulations or evolutionary process.

iv) Knowledge based approaches The guidance should be taken from an expert knowledge about variations in speech is hand coded into a system. This approach gives the advantage of explicit modeling but this situation is difficult to obtain and cannot used successfully. Knowledge based approach uses the information regarding linguistic, phonetic and spectrogram. The text speech is considered by all codebooks and ASR chooses the word whose codebook yields the lowest distance measure [11]. Vector Quantization (VQ) [12] is often
applied to ASR. It is useful for speech coders, i.e., efficient data reduction.

v) Artificial intelligence approach The artificial intelligence approach coordinate the recognition procedure according to the person who applies the intelligence of a person such as visualizing, analyzing etc. are used for making a decision on the measured acoustic features. The Artificial Intelligence approach [13] is a hybrid of the acoustic phonetic approach and pattern recognition approach. In its pure form, knowledge engineering design involves the direct and explicit incorporation of expert’s speech knowledge into a recognition system. This knowledge is usually derived from careful study of spectrograms and is incorporated using rules or procedures. Knowledge enables the algorithms to work better. This form of knowledge based system increases the contribution and hence successful designs and strategies has been reported.

DTW: Dynamic time warping is an algorithm for measuring similarity between two temporal sequences which may vary in time or speed. DTW is a method that calculates an optimal match between two given sequences. DTW has been applied to temporal sequences of video, audio, and graphics data—indeed, any data which can be turned into a linear sequence can be analyzed with DTW. Applications include speaker recognition and online signature recognition.

VQ: Vector quantization (VQ) is a classical quantization technique from signal processing. It was originally used for data compression[14]. It works by dividing a large set of points (vectors) into groups having approximately the same number of points closest to them. Each group is represented by its centroid point, as in k-means and some other clustering algorithms. The density matching property of vector quantization is very powerful for large and high-dimensional data. Hence VQ is suitable for lossy data compression. It can also be used for lossy data correction and density estimation.

LBG: Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) Algorithm: This is an algorithm developed in the community of vector quantization for the purpose of data compression[15]. One speaker can be discriminated from another based on the location of centroids codebook for this speaker using those training vectors for clustering a set of L training vectors into a set of M codebook vectors.

**CONCLUSION**

Speech recognition is a challenging problem to deal with. We have attempted in this paper to provide a review of how much this technology has progressed in the previous years. Speech recognition is one of the most integrating areas of machine intelligence, since humans do a daily activity of speech recognition. Through this paper, we present a scheme to convert speech to text. The key factor in designing such system is the target audience. For example, physically handicapped people should be able to wear a headset and have their hands and eyes free in order to operate the system. The Preprocessing quality is giving the biggest impact on the Speech Classification performance. Signal Preprocessing consist an EPD, Filtering, Framing, Windowing, Echo Cancellation, etc. An Improvement in any individual part can improve the overall system performance. For effective working of Back-End there should be more efforts in Front-End processing. It has attracted scientists as an important discipline and has created a technological impact on society as well as, is expected to flourish further in area of human machine interaction.
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